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ABSTRACT   
High-contrast metastructures like one-dimensional high-contrast gratings (HCGs) are promising to improve the 
performance of conventional VCSELs, also presenting a basis for new applications. Different from the previous studies 
where HCGs are always modelled being of infinite size, we studied here the finite-size HCGs, which match the real 
situation. We observe finite-size HCGs behaving very differently from infinite-size HCGs. The reflectivity of a finite-
size HCG strongly depends on the HCG size and the source size. At the same time, the simulation results show, that 
finite-size HCGs can shape the output beam, and a Gaussian-like reflected wave is typically achieved. Most important 
the normally incident light is partly redirected to the in-plane direction, showing unidirectional transmission. 
Monolithically integrated HCG-based optical sensors can be based on this novel effect. An integrable HCG reflector was 
fabricated with GaInP as the sacrificial layer targeting the application of HCG-VCSEL at 980 nm range. The measured 
reflectivity agrees well with the calculated reflectivity. 
Keywords: Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers, subwavelength structure, mirrors, high-contrast grating, guided mode, 
finite size, optical sensor. 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have been important light sources for data communication (Datacom), 
computer communication (Computercom), sensing, consumer electronics, and much more, because they provide many 
notable advantages, e.g., the high modulation bandwidth, the low power consumption, the symmetric beam, and the 
ability of two-dimensional (2D) VCSEL array configuration. High-speed, energy-efficient, and high-temperature 
VCSELs for Datacom and Computercom with increasing transmission distance have been progressing rapidly in the last 
few years [1-6]. The application of VCSELs in smartphones for 3D sensing opens a door for the huge market of sensors in our daily 
life. VCSELs have been receiving increasing attention from industry and academic communities. 
Recently nanoscale metastructures like one-dimensional high contrast gratings (HCGs) have been proposed and demonstrated unique 
optical properties [7]. A HCG is a subwavelength grating with grating bars composed of the high-index material fully surrounded 
by a low-index medium like the air, resulting in a high index contrast [8]. The grating period is in the near-wavelength 
regime, between the wavelength in the high-index material and the wavelength in the low-index material. Theoretical 
analysis shows the first two waveguide array modes with real propagation constants in infinite-size HCGs have a π-phase 
difference at the output plane and cancel each other causing a nearly 100% reflection. When two such 100% reflectivity 
points are located closely in the spectrum, a high-reflectivity broadband is obtained. There are alternative interpretations 
for the observed high-reflectivity broad band of HCGs based on the Fano resonance or guided-mode resonance [9,10]. A 
broadband and high-reflectivity HCG can serve as a reflector and replace a part of or fully the top DBR [11-13]. 
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Experimentally, HCG-VCSELs show an excellent mode selectivity and polarization control even for large oxide 
apertures. 
In previous work, HCGs were always modelled as being of infinite size with an infinite-size incident plane wave. Only 
recently finite-size HCGs with a finite-size incident wave, being much closer to realistic cases of HCG-VCSELs, have 
been investigated [14,15]. Quite different properties of finite-size HCGs have been discovered. The finite size of the 
HCG reduces the bandwidth of high reflectivity spectra and higher-order angular components can excite the eigenmodes 
of the HCG. These eigenmodes reduce the reflectivity and enhances the transmittance of the HCG, and at the same time 
redirect the normally incident light to the in-plane direction showing unidirectional transmission, which is useful to 
construct monolithically integrated HCG-based optical sensors [16,17]. Also finite-size HCGs shaping the output beam 
for a Gaussian incident wave and a Gaussian-like reflected wave predicted in 2014 [14], has been experimentally 
confirmed recently [18].
2. SIMULATION MODEL
The HCG model studied here is shown in Fig. 1. Next to a HCG section with several bars, two slabs (i.e. waveguides) 
are at each side. HCG bars and slabs with high refractive index (nH=3.2) are fully surrounded by a low-index (nL) 
material (e.g. air). The finite-size Gaussian wave is at normal incidence to the HCG section. The HCG parameters are: 
Λ=0.38 μm, t=0.235 μm, and a=0.25 μm or 0.26 μm. The transverse magnetic (TM) polarization, electric component 
perpendicular to the HCG bars, is considered. 
Fig. 1. Simulation model of a finite-size HCG; a is the width of HCG bar; and tg is the thickness of HCG; T and R denote 
transmission and reflection, respectively; nH is the refractive index of the bars; nL is the refractive index of the medium 
surrounding the bars. The dashed rectangle represents the calculation domain with perfectly matched layers (PMLs) 
boundaries. 
For the finite-size HCG, the two-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (2D FDTD) method is adopted to calculate 
the reflectivity spectrum with a pulse of a Gaussian source. The finite-size Gaussian source is placed at the center of 
HCG. The reflected and the transmitted waves are monitored. The reflectivity and transmittance here are defined by the 
ratios of the reflected power and transmitted power to the launched power, respectively. Perfectly matched layer (PML) 
boundary conditions are employed to describe the finite-size HCG. Also symmetric boundary condition in the x direction 
can adopted to reduce the computational time and resource [14]. 
3. EIGENMODES OF A HCG
The fast Fourier transform is performed in the FDTD calculation of the HCG. Figure 2(a) shows the eigenmode spectrum 
of the HCG. Two peaks, corresponding to two eigenmodes, are shown here. Actually, there are other eigenmodes at the 
shorter wavelength side being of no importance for this study [17]. Modes 1 and 2 have wavelengths of 763.3 and 587 
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nm, respectively. The field distributions of the two modes (see Figs. 2(b) and (c)) have an odd symmetry with respect to 
the plane along the z direction. Thus these two eigenmodes can’t be excited by a plane wave which has only zero-order 
angular component, because the coupling coefficient between the incident plane wave and the eigenmode is zero. 
However, when the incident wave is of finite size, there are lots of higher-order angular components in the finite-size 
incident wave. The higher-order angular components can excite the eigenmodes, because the coupling coefficient 
between the finite-size incident wave and the eigenmode is nonzero. The coupling between the finite-size incident wave 
and the eigenmodes causes some unique phenomena, e.g., unidirectional transmission. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Eigenmode spectrum of the HCG. (b) Field distribution of mode 1 (Hy component). (c) Field distribution of mode 
2 (Hy component). The HCG parameters are: Λ=0.38 μm, t=0.235 μm, and a=0.26 μm. 
4. REFLECTIVITY AND TRANSMITTANCE OF A FINITE-SIZE HCG 
To study the effect of the HCG size, the excited source size (i.e. oxide aperture in the HCG-VCSEL) is fixed, and the 
HCG size is varied. Figure 3(a) shows the reflectivity spectrum for different HCG sizes under normal incidence. 
Compared with the slab without grating structure, the HCG greatly enhances the reflectivity around 850 nm. However, 
the finite-size HCG has a smaller band of reflectivity larger than 99.5% and the reflectivity decreases compared to the 
infinite-size HCG [14]. The reflectivity increases with increasing HCG size. Interestingly, a dip occurs at 744.7 nm 
corresponding to the wavelength of the eigenmode, in the reflectivity spectrum independent of the HCG size. This dip 
and its position are independent of HCG size, while it disappears in the reflectivity spectrum of the infinite-size HCG. 
The transmission as shown in Fig. 3(b) decreases with increasing HCG size. Transmission shows a maximum at 744.7 
nm, same as the dip in the reflectivity spectra in Fig. 3(a). 
 
Fig. 3. Reflectivity spectra (a) and transmission spectra (b) for different HCG sizes with a fixed-size (4 μm, 1/e width of the 
Gaussian source) Gaussian source under normal incidence. The slab without grating structure and the infinite-size HCG are 
shown for comparisons. Λ=0.38 μm, t=0.235 μm, a=0.25 μm. The horizontal lines indicate 99.5% reflectivity (a) and 0.5% 
transmission (b). 
Figure 3 demonstrates some of the unique properties of finite-size HCGs, which do not exist for infinite-size HCGs. 
Comparing the reflectivity spectrum of the finite-size HCG with the infinite-size HCG under normal incidence, it is 
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obvious that the HCG size greatly affects the reflectivity spectrum. For an infinite-size HCG, the incident wave is an 
infinite plane wave. There exists only the zero angular component in the angular spectrum. However, when the finite-
size Gaussian source is incident on the finite-size HCG, there are many nonzero angular components in the angular 
spectrum of the Gaussian source. These nonzero angular components have the same effect as the off-normal incidence in 
the infinite-size HCG [14]. The nonzero angular components (i.e. higher-order angular components) can excite the 
eigenmodes, causing the appearance of the dip in the reflectivity spectrum resulting in a reduction of the high-reflectivity 
band width. On the other hand, the nonzero angular components in the finite-size source are beneficial for the mode 
selectivity in HCG-VCSELs. 
5. BEAM SHAPING 
Field profiles of the reflected waves for different HCG sizes are shown in Fig. 4(a). The reflected waves are Gaussian-
like, because of the zero-order diffraction in the finite-size HCG. Thus, the reflected waves interact strongly with the 
gain medium in HCG-VCSELs thanks to the Gaussian-like reflected wave. A threshold current of below mA can be 
realized [11]. This means that finite-size HCGs can well confine the optical wave in a HCG-VCSEL cavity. As the 
finite-size HCG has losses into the slab and scattering at the edges occurs, the reflected and the transmitted field are no 
longer tightly connected. The output beam profiles affect coupling to the fiber and consequently high-speed link 
performance. Such far fields are shown for different configurations in Figs. 4(b) and (c). Figure 4(b) shows the profiles 
for different HCG sizes with a fixed-size source. There is a main lobe located in the center of the far field, and depending 
on the dimensions, several side lobes surrounding the main lobe can occur. The intensity of the side lobes decreases with 
increasing the HCG size. Figure 4(c) shows the far field profiles for a quite large HCG for different source sizes. Again, 
the far-field can vary from a well-focused Gaussian-like beam to a quite distorted far field. The intensity of the side lobes 
are best suppressed for a source size of 7 μm. From Fig. 4(c), we can find that the optimum source size for a fixed HCG 
size. This result shows that a comprehensive modelling as presented here is definitely needed to understand HCG-based 
devices. The feature of beam shaping of the finite-size HCG was experimentally confirmed recently [18]. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Far field profiles of the reflected waves (Hy component) under different HCG sizes at a wavelength of 849.54 nm. 
(b) Far field profiles of the transmitted waves (Hy component) through the finite-size HCG at a wavelength of 849.54 nm for 
different HCG sizes. (c) Far field profiles of the transmitted waves (Hy component) through the finite-size HCG at a 
wavelength of 849.54 nm for different source sizes (1/e width of the Gaussian source) with the HCG size of 15.2 μm 
(40*Λ). HCG parameters: Λ=0.38 μm, t=0.235 μm, a=0.25 μm. 
6. UNIDIRECTIONAL TRANSMISSION IN A FINITE-SIZE HCG 
There are lots of higher-order angular components in the finite-size incident wave, for example, a finite-size 
Gaussian wave. When the finite-size Gaussian wave impinges on the HCG section as shown in Fig. 1, the incident 
wave excites the eigenmodes of the HCG. The eigenmodes of the HCG reduce the reflection and increase the 
transmission. At the same time, the eigenmode can redirect the vertically (in the z direction) incident wave into the 
in-plane direction (in the x direction) to the slab at each side, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b). Eigenmode 1 in Fig. 2(b) 
has an even symmetry, while Eigenmode 2 in Fig. 2(c) has an odd symmetry with respect to the plane along the x 
direction. Thus, Eigenmodes 1 and 2 can be coupled to TM0 and TM1 modes of the slab, respectively, as shown in 
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Fig. 6. This coupling between the eigenmodes in the HCG section and the modes in the slabs is achieved under the 
conditions of energy conservation, momentum conservation, and symmetry conservation. However, when the 
incident wave is from the slab in the in-plane direction, the incident wave is reflected, as shown in Fig. 7. No 
incident wave can be redirected into the vertical direction (in the z direction) from the in-plane direction (in the x 
direction) [17]. 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Field distribution of mode 1 (Hy component); (b) Field distribution of mode 2 (Hy component). The HCG parameters are: 
Λ=0.38 μm, t=0.235 μm, and a=0.26 μm. 
 
Fig. 6. Dispersion diagram for the slab for TM modes. The HCG parameters are: Λ=0.38 μm, t=0.235 μm, and a=0.26 μm. 
 
Fig. 7. Field distribution with the incident wave from the slab at the wavelength of 763.3 nm. The HCG parameters are: 
Λ=0.38 μm, t=0.235 μm, and a=0.26 μm. 
7. MONOLITHICALLY INTEGRATED HCG-BASED SENSOR 
As shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b), higher-order angular components in the finite-size incident wave can excite the 
eigenmodes in the finite-size HCG. The excited eigenmodes in the finite-size HCG have two features: (a) they are low-Q 
guided modes; (b) they can transform part of the normally finite-size incident wave into the in-plane direction. 
Therefore, the guided mode should be very sensitive to parameter variations of the HCG, which can be exploited for 
optical sensors to detect the presence or the amount of biochemicals and chemicals. On the other hand, different from the 
detection schemes commonly adopted in the current optical sensing technologies, the optical detection unit can be easily 
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integrated on-chip together with the HCG, benefiting from the redirected light. Thus an integrated HCG-based optical 
sensor for biochemicals and chemicals is proposed with the even guided mode, as shown in Fig. 8 [16]. The VCSEL is 
monolithically integrated with the HCG layer and the p-i-n photodiode is also integrated in the same HCG layer. The 
HCG ensures polarization-stable operation of the VCSEL which is critical for the optical sensor. Note that the integrated 
optical sensor can be easily extended to 1D and 2D arrays which can greatly improve the throughput, and different 
chemicals can be detected simultaneously within the array [19]. 
For the sensing measurement, the same method is used as for optical sensors in [20]. At a fixed temperature, one current 
corresponds to one wavelength for a single-mode VCSEL. Therefore, the detected current at the integrated p-i-n 
photodiode versus the bias current of the VCSEL can be mapped directly. The maximum current of the p-i-n photodiode 
corresponds to a given current, and the wavelength of the guided mode in the finite-size HCG can be obtained. For the 
bulk sensing, a considerable portion of the guided mode is in the air region, out of the HCG bars. Thus, when the 
analytes or different concentrations of the same analyte (such as chemicals, DNA, protein, and volatile compounds) in 
bulk liquid or gaseous phase are present in the air region, the wavelength shift of the guided mode occurs without 
detection specificity. When the refractive index (i.e. nL) of the analyte increases the wavelength of the guided mode 
shifts to the longer wavelength. According to the wavelength shift of the guided mode the sensitivity is 287.66 nm/RIU 
by the linear fitting, as shown in Fig. 9. This sensitivity is >2 times as large as that of the guide-mode resonance grating-
based optical sensor in [20]. 
 
Fig. 8. Schematic of a monolithically integrated HCG-based optical sensor. 
 
Fig. 9. Linear dependence of the peak wavelength on the various low refractive indices. 
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8. INTEGRABLE GAAS-BASED HCG REFLECTOR 
Integrable GaAs-based HCGs with Ga0.51In0.49P as the sacrificial layer were designed, fabricated, and characterized, 
targeting applications for high-speed VCSELs and its array in the wavelength range of larger than 900 nm [21]. In 
contrast to GaAs(AlInP) and GaAs(AlGaAs) material systems for GaAs-based HCGs which contain Al in the sacrificial 
layers, we used Ga0.51In0.49P, which is lattice matched to GaAs and also has a high etching selectivity to GaAs in the HCl 
etching solution, to serve as the sacrificial layer to avoid the problem of oxidation of the remaining sacrificial layer [22]. 
As shown in Fig. 10(a), the HCGs are fabricated on a wafer that is composed of a 362-nm GaAs layer, a 1-μm 
Ga0.51In0.49P sacrificial layer, and a GaAs substrate. The period of the HCG is 600 nm, and the width of the bar is varied 
with a step size of 10 nm around a central width of 390 nm. The scanning electron microscope image of the fabricated 
HCG after selective etching and grating release is shown in Fig. 10(b). Figure 10(c) shows the calculated and measured 
reflectivity spectra of the HCG with a bar width of 410 nm. The measured reflectivity spectrum is consistent well with 
the calculated reflectivity spectrum. For comparison, the reflectivity of the GaAs surface without the HCG pattern is also 
measured, which can clearly show the enhanced reflectivity after the GaAs surface is patterned with the HCG. 
 
Fig. 10.  (a) Schematic of the HCG. Λ is the period of the HCG; d is the width of the bars; tg is the thickness of the GaAs 
layer; ha is the thickness of the air gap after selective etching and grating release; ts the thickness of the Ga0.51In0.49P 
sacrificial layer. TE, transverse electric, the electric component is parallel to the HCG bars; TM, transverse magnetic, the 
electric component is perpendicular to the bars. The arrow denotes the incident wave. (b) Scanning electron microscope 
image of the fabricated HCG after selective etching and grating release. The arrows represent the crystal orientations. The 
size of the HCG is 10 μm × 10 μm. (c) Calculated and measured reflectivity spectra of the HCG with a bar width of 410 nm. 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) are enablers for advanced data communication, sensing, and consumer 
electronics. Most important properties are their circular beam, low power consumption, low cost, large reliability, and 
the ability for 2D array configurations. Great efforts have been carried out in the past years to improve the performance 
of VCSELs. High-contrast metastructures like HCGs can be integrated to VCSELs to replace the complete top DBR or 
part of the DBR leading to novel VCSELs with new functionalities. A finite-size HCG exhibits completely different 
properties from an infinite-size HCG. A finite-size HCG exhibits completely different properties from an infinite-size 
HCG. This characteristic lets the finite-size HCG bridge a VCSEL and an in-plane photonic circuit for monolithically 
integrated sensors. The emerging optical properties of the finite-size HCG are expected to open new fields of 
applications of VCSELs and photonic integrated circuits. 
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